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Dear Mrs. Cicéron Bühler
Allow us to first thank you for your most recent letter and sympathy expressed towards the Lebanese
people; it is deeply appreciated by all who have been pursuing the cause for justice. Switzerland has
been gracious in providing much needed help to victims in Lebanon, and we are deeply grateful that
the FDFA has been open and forthcoming to all our letters. The rapidly deteriorating human rights
situation since our last exchange compels us to anew a desperate appeal to the Swiss Federation to
assist in ending the impunity enjoyed by Lebanese Politically Exposed Persons.
Clarification of our objectives
Notwithstanding the few courageous members in the Lebanese government fighting corruption, we
allege that the Lebanese government as a whole, its institutions and collaborators must be considered
as part of an organization working in unison across sectarian and political divides which pursues, and
has pursued, the objective of securing obscene illicit financial gain to the detriment of an entire nation.
And this organization is intent in maintaining that regime, even at the cost of throwing the entire nation
into the 3rd worst financial crisis since 18501, abusing Switzerland, and other states, as safe-haven to
launder and protect their illicit gains.
Our objective is to help end that impunity and for states to offer protection, respect and repair to the
victims, empower those in government fighting corruption, and hold perpetrators accountable. As
such legal mechanisms are a tactical consideration for us and not an end goal. The FIAA is but one tool.
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